Oxford University Press: New and Noteworthy
Titles for Summer and Fall 2019 Courses
Visit our display
at the University of
Pittsburgh Press booth
(Booth #129)

GOOD WRITING

An Argument Rhetoric
First Edition
CONNIE SNYDER MICK
©2019 560 pp.
eBook: $29.95
ISBN: 978-0-190-91214-7
Paper Bound: $58.95
ISBN: 978-0-199-94725-6

METHODS OF
ARGUMENT

An Anthology
of Readings
First Edition
DEBORAH HOLDSTEIN
and DANIELLE AQUILINE
© 2019 384 pp.
eBook: $19.95
ISBN 978-0-190-85572-7
Paper Bound: $39.95
ISBN 978-0-190-85571-0

THE ESSENTIALS
OF TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION
Fourth Edition
ELIZABETH TEBEAUX and
SAM DRAGGA
©2018 464 pp.
eBook: $29.95
ISBN: 978-0190-85621-2
Paper Bound: $59.99
ISBN: 978-0190-85614-4

SO WHAT?

The Writer’s Argument
(with or without
Readings)
Second Edition
KURT SCHICK and
LAURA SCHUBERT
With Readings:
© 2017 576 pp.
Paper Bound: $49.95
ISBN: 978-0-190-209131

Without Readings:
©2017 320 pp.
eBook: $12.95
ISBN: 978-0-190-29742-8
Paper Bound: $24.95
ISBN: 978-0-190-29740-4

THE ESSENTIAL
WRITER’S HANDBOOK

WILLIAM MESSENGER,
ANNE STAMESHKIN, et al.

©2020 320 pp.
eBook: $13.95
ISBN: 978-0190-93214-5
Paper Bound: $26.95
ISBN: 978-0190-93213-8

To fi nd out more or for the fastest way to request an examination
copy, visit us at www.oup.com/us/he. For other questions or
suggestions, please contact 800.280.0280.
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Put your program
on the MAP!

Our approach to customization makes it possible for you to
combine your proprietary materials with the “best of Macmillan”
to get just the right content, generate funds for your department,
and raise your institutional profile with a high-impact author visit.

The Macmillan Author Program can include some
or all of the following elements:
• Vetted textbook content, combined with your
proprietary materials and aligned with course
outcomes
• Content and campus visits from bestselling,
award-winning Macmillan authors from
Eugenides to Dyson
• Design, production, and consultative expertise
of our Hayden-McNeil custom publishing group
• Support for faculty development or any other
program needs

We offer simple to complex solutions based on
enrollment size. Contact us for more information.

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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Flexible, economical,
and easy to use

Bedford
Select
Instructors love Bedford Select because it makes it easy to create the
perfect text. Students love it because they pay only for the materials
they need.
Create your ideal reader or literature anthology...
• Choose from more than 900 essays, stories, poems, plays, images,
and instructional materials
• Start with over two dozen pre-built tables of contents that you can
alter according to your needs
• Include up to 16 pages of original material, formatted to match the
design of your custom reader
• Add a custom cover, including course name and title
Bedford Top 50 Offer Choose 25 from a pool of Bedford Select’s
50 most popular essays for just $20 (net price to bookstore).
...or your ideal handbook:
Start with either Hacker/Sommers, The Bedford Handbook or Lunsford,
The St. Martin’s Handbook then create a personalized version.

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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Customize your Bedford/
St. Martin’s textbook with...

ForeWords
for English
Available though Bedford/Select, ForeWords makes some
of our authors’ most popular, most requested content
available in easy-to-use modules that you can add to any
Bedford/St. Martin’s English text.

The ForeWords Library
Brief Guide to CSE
Documentation Style

Insider's Guide
to Time Management

How to Write an Argument Essay

Sentence Guides
for Academic Writers

How to Write a Proposal
Insider's Guide
to Academic Planning
Insider's Guide
to College Ethics and
Personal Responsibility
Insider's Guide
to College Etiquette
Insider's Guide
to Community College

Strategies
for Online Learners
Strengthening Academic
Writing Skills (ESL)
A Writer's Choices:
An Overview
of the Writing Process
Writing about Literature
Writing in Business and
for Professional Purposes

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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Digital Options
Select Bedford/St. Martin's titles are available
with LaunchPad (package free of charge),
which combines an interactive e-book,
engaging tutorial content, and innovative
practice and assessment tools in a fully
customizable course space.

for Readers and Writers
LaunchPad Solo for Readers and Writers
offers skill development in reading, writing,
research, and grammar. Students can track
improvement across a diagnostic pre-test, an
adaptive LearningCurve quiz, and a post-test.

iClicker’s student engagement solutions
allow students to participate using laptops,
mobile devices, or iClicker remotes — all in
the same classroom. See why thousands of
instructors use our simple, award-winning
student response solutions to engage their
students.

Inclusive Access and
Digital Discount Program
With this program, everything is set for you
and your students ahead of time, so your
class gets off to a great start. And we work
with your school to discount these materials
and make the cost a part of each student’s
tuition—a big savings for them!

Mix our resources
with yours, assign
easily, and save
yourself time.
launchpadworks.com

Help students
develop mastery in
reading and writing.
launchpadworks.com

The acclaimed,
market-leading
classroom
response
system
iclicker.com

Affordable,
digital
resources
on Day One
of class
macmillanlearning.com/
inclusiveaccess

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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New for 2019
Handbooks
Easy Writer, Seventh Edition
Andrea Lunsford

When writing students need reliable, easy-to-find writing advice
for college and beyond, EasyWriter gives them what they need in
a format that’s easy to afford.

Other Lunsford Handbooks:
The St. Martin’s Handbook 8e with 2016 MLA Update |
The Everyday Writer 6e with 2016 MLA Update
(with or without Exercises)

Rules for Writers, Ninth Edition
Diana Hacker Nancy Sommers

Affordable, comprehensive, and easy to use, Rules for Writers
offers the quality you can count on from authors you trust. It
empowers students by teaching them how to meet new expectations and by giving them the practice that builds confidence.

Other Hacker Handbooks:
A Pocket Style Manual 8e | A Pocket Style Manual, APA Version
8e | A Writer’s Reference 9e | A Canadian Writer’s Reference 9e
| The Bedford Handbook 10e

In Conversation:
A Writer’s Guidebook
Mike Palmquist Barbara Walraff
In Conversation blends the helpful support of a writing guide
with the easy-to-use reference framework of a handbook.
Rather than presenting a set of rigid rules to be mastered, the
authors approach writing as a conversation, sharing expert
advice and help students understand the effects of their
rhetorical choices.

$20 net
To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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New for 2019
Readers and Writing Guides

Lunsford, et al.
EVERYTHING’S
AN ARGUMENT 8e
shorter version available

Ruszkiewicz •
Dolmage
HOW TO WRITE
ANYTHING 4e
shorter version available

Miller-Cochran, et al.
AN INSIDER’S
GUIDE TO
ACADEMIC
WRITING 2e
shorter version available

Aaron • Kuhl Repetto
THE COMPACT
READER 11e

Axelrod • Cooper
THE ST. MARTIN’S
GUIDE TO
WRITING 12e

Bacon
THE WELL-CRAFTED
SENTENCE 3e

shorter version available

Barrios
EMERGING 4e

Colombo • Cullen
• Lisle
REREADING
AMERICA 11e

Eschholz • Rosa
SUBJECT &
STRATEGY 15e

Weissner
SUSTAINABILITY 2e
Beford Spotlight
Reader

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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New for 2019
Developmental English

Anker • Moore
REAL WRITING
WITH READINGS, 8e

Green • Lawlor
READ, WRITE,
CONNECT
BOOK 1

Kirszner • Mandell
FOCUS ON READING
AND WRITING, 2e

Literature

Abcarian • Klotz • Cohen
LITERATURE
The Human
Experience, 13e

Charters
THE STORY
AND ITS
WRITER, 10e

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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New for 2019
Business/Technical Writing
Markel • Seiber
PRACTICAL
STRATEGIES
FOR TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION,
Third Edition

Alred • Brusaw • Oliu
THE BUSINESS
WRITER’S HANDBOOK,
Twelfth Edition

Alred • Brusaw • Oliu
HANDBOOK OF
TECHNICAL WRITING,
Twelfth Edition

To request review copies visit: macmillanlearning.com/CCCC2019
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Education

Visit us at Booth #111

Benjamin Dreyer

Meet the author

Dreyer’s english

an utterly Correct guide to Clarity and style
Random House • 978-0-8129-9570-1
Hardcover • 320 pages • $25.00

Bonnie smith Whitehouse

author of aFoot anD lighthearteD
a Journal for Mindful Walking
Friday, March 15th, 2:00-3:00 p.m.
get a free, signed copy at our booth

John Warner

the Writer’s PraCtiCe

Building Confidence in your nonfiction Writing
Penguin • 978-0-14-313315-5
Trade Paperback • 256 pages • $16.00

Edited by Catherine Burns

the Moth Presents oCCasional MagiC
true stories about Defying the impossible
Crown Archetype • 978-1-101-90442-8
Hardcover • 368 pages • $25.00

Yrsa Daley-Ward

the terriBle: a storyteller’s Memoir

Patricia T. O’Conner
Woe is i

the grammarphobe’s guide to Better english in
Plain english (Fourth Edition)
Riverhead • 978-0-525-53305-4
Trade Paperback • 320 pages • $16.00

Philip Pullman

DaeMon VoiCes

Penguin • 978-0-14-313262-2
Trade Paperback • 224 pages • $16.00

on stories and storytelling
Knopf • 978-0-525-52117-4
Hardcover • 480 pages • $30.00

Glory Edim

Eli Saslow

Finding our stories, Discovering ourselves
Ballantine Books • 978-0-525-61977-2
Hardcover • 272 pages • $20.00

the awakening of a Former White nationalist
Doubleday • 978-0-385-54286-9
Hardcover • 304 pages • $26.95

Well-reaD BlaCk girl

rising out oF hatreD

Edited by Joe Fassler

Sandra Scofield

Writers on Creativity, inspiration,
and the artistic Process
Penguin • 978-0-14-313084-0
Trade Paperback • 352 pages • $17.00

a novelist’s guide to revision
Penguin • 978-0-14-313135-9
Trade Paperback • 272 pages • $17.00

light the Dark

Jay Heinrichs

Illustrations by Natalie Palmer-Sutton

hoW to argue With a Cat

a human’s guide to the art of Persuasion
Rodale Books • 978-1-63565-274-1
Trade Paperback • 144 pages • $14.99

Gayl Jones

CorregiDora

Beacon Press • 978-0-8070-6109-1
Trade Paperback • 192 pages • $16.00

Sigrid Nunez

the FrienD: a novel

Riverhead • 978-0-7352-1944-1
Hardcover • 224 pages • $25.00
Winner of the National Book Award

the last DraFt

Olga Tokarczuk
Flights

Riverhead • 978-0-525-53419-8
Hardcover • 416 pages • $26.00

David Foster Wallace

DaViD Foster WallaCe

the last interview and other Conversations
Expanded with New Introduction
Melville House • 978-1-61219-741-8
Trade Paperback • 224 pages • $16.99

Tara Westover
eDuCateD

a Memoir
Random House • 978-0-399-59050-4
Hardcover • 352 pages • $28.00

Penguin Random House Education | 1745 Broadway | New York, NY 10019
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Pedagogy
Critical Approaches to Teaching
Literature, Language, Composition, and Culture
Pedagogy is an innovative journal
that aims to build and sustain a
vibrant discourse around teaching
in English studies. The journal
covers all areas of English studies
from literature and literary criticism
to composition and cultural studies.
Fusing theoretical approaches and
practical realities, Pedagogy is an
essential resource for teachers.
Sign up for new issue alerts at
dukeu.press/alerts.
Jennifer L. Holberg
and Marcy M. Taylor, editors

Subscribe today.
Three issues annually
Individuals: $25
Students: $18
Single issues: $10
dukeupress.edu/pedagogy
888.651.0122 (US and Canada)
+1.919.688.5134 (International)
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The Lifespan Development of Writing
Charles Bazerman, Arthur N. Applebee, Virginia W. Berninger,
Deborah Brandt, Steve Graham, Jill V. Jeffery, Paul Kei Matsuda,
Sandra Murphy, Deborah Wells Rowe, Mary Schleppegrell, and
Kristen Campbell Wilcox
Although writing begins early in life and can develop well into adulthood, we know
too little about how writing develops before, during, and after schooling, as well
as too little about how an individual's writing experiences relate to one another
developmentally across the lifespan. The Lifespan Development of Writing is a first
step toward understanding how people develop as writers over their lifetimes.

Stock No. 28169
$31.96 member
$39.99 nonmember
eStock No. 28176
$31.96 member
$39.99 nonmember

PreK-Co/lege.

The authors present the results of a four-year project to synthesize the research on
writing development at different ages from multiple, cross-disciplinary perspectives,
including psychological, linguistic, sociocultural, and curricular. First collectively
offering the joint statement "Toward an Understanding of Writing Development
across the Lifespan," the authors then focus individually on specific periods of
writing development, including early childhood, adolescence, and working
adulthood, looked at from different angles. They conclude with a summative
understanding of trajectories of writing development and implications for further
research, teaching, and policy.

Turning the Page on Literacy. V1s1t our website: ncte.org/store or call toll-free: 1-877-369-6283.

I

I

NCTE-10016 Ad-LifespanDevelopment-5x3.75-4C.indd 1
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B w. w. norton & company
INDEPENDENT AND EMPLOYEE-OWNED

NEW

The Norton Field Guides to Writing, 5e
Richard Bullock • Maureen Daly Goggin • Francine Weinberg

The best-selling, most flexible rhetoric—with new advice for writing beyond first-year
composition. The Norton Field Guide lets you teach the way you want to teach and supports
students in co-requisite, stretch, and other courses with a linked support lab. The new edition
features thirty-five new readings, seventeen of which are written by students, three new chapters
on reading and writing across fields of study, and new guidance on evaluating sources.
Available with a handbook, additional readings, or both.
Package InQuizitive for Writers at no additional charge.
All versions available as ebooks.

InQuizitive for Writers
INQUIZITIVE.WWNORTON.COM

Adaptive, game-like exercises help
students practice proofreading and
editing. InQuizitive adapts to feed
students personalized questions on
the topics they need the most help
with—from comma splices to verb
tenses. Links to The Little Seagull
Handbook ebook provide a handy
reference when needed.
Assign as homework for points, use
in support labs, or insert links to
InQuizitive in students’ papers for
“just in time” help with the errors
they’re making.
NEW

New activities for Fall 2019 help students find, evaluate, integrate,
and document sources.
VISIT THE NORTON BOOTH FOR A DEMO

WWNORTON.COM
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B w. w. norton & company
INDEPENDENT AND EMPLOYEE-OWNED

They Say / I Say: The
Moves That Matter in
Academic Writing, 4e
Gerald Graff
Cathy Birkenstein
Russel Durst

The best-selling book
that demystifies academic
writing and shows students that writing is
always part of a larger conversation. Also
available in a version with readings on issues
that matter today, including “How Can We
Bridge the Differences That Divide Us?”
New online tutorials give students practice
recognizing and using the rhetorical moves
taught in the book.
Both books available as ebooks.

The Norton Sampler, 9e
Thomas Cooley

A trusted and engaging
collection of short essays
with just enough writing
instruction. A perfect blend
of classic and contemporary
readings diverse in subject
and perspective. Sixteen readings on
“Overcoming Diversity” cover issues of grit,
resilience, and perseverance.
Each chapter includes a student essay in the
book and a multimodal work online.

Also available as an ebook for just $20.

The Little Seagull
Handbook, 3e
Richard Bullock
Michal Brody
Francine Weinberg

The pocket-sized
handbook that does
the work of a full-sized
one. Offers succinct advice students
need about grammar, punctuation,
documentation, the writing process—
and the kinds of writing they are most
often assigned.
Available bundled with InQuizitive for
Writers at no additional charge.
Also available in a version with exercises
and as an ebook providing 4-year access.

WWNORTON.COM
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